
How to change block color in space engineers ?

Description

In Space Engineers, the ability to customize and modify your creations is a fundamental aspect of
gameplay. One way to enhance the visual appeal of your constructs is by changing the block colors.
Whether you want to give your spaceship a sleek, futuristic look or add a touch of personalization to
your space station, knowing how to change block colors is essential. In this guide, we will walk you
through the process of altering block colors in Space Engineers, covering everything you need to know
to make your creations truly stand out.

Changing Block Color: The Basics

To change the color of a block in Space Engineers, follow these simple steps:

1. Step 1: Access the Control Panel
Approach the block you wish to modify and press the interaction key (default: ‘T’) to bring
up the control panel.

2. Step 2: Select the Color Tab
Within the control panel, locate and click on the “Color” tab. This tab contains all the
necessary options for customizing the block’s color.

3. Step 3: Choosing a Color
In the Color tab, you will find a color wheel and various sliders representing different color
channels (RGB).
Use the color wheel to select a base color, and then adjust the sliders to fine-tune the
desired shade.

4. Step 4: Applying the Color
After choosing your desired color, click the “Apply” button to save the changes. The block
will now reflect the selected color.

Advanced Customization Options

While the basic method mentioned above allows you to change block colors quickly, Space Engineers
also offers additional advanced customization options for more intricate modifications. These options
include:

Color Tool
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The Color Tool is a specialized item that allows you to apply color changes to multiple blocks
simultaneously. With the Color Tool in hand, follow these steps:

1. Step 1: Equip the Color Tool
Press the inventory key (default: ‘I’) to open your inventory.
Locate the Color Tool and drag it into your character’s toolbar.

2. Step 2: Access the Control Panel
Approach the blocks you want to modify and open the control panel of one of them.

3. Step 3: Activate the Color Tool
While inside the control panel, select the Color Tool from your character’s toolbar.

4. Step 4: Applying Colors
With the Color Tool active, click and drag your mouse over the blocks you want to
change.
Release the mouse button to apply the selected color to the chosen blocks.

Programmable Blocks

Programmable Blocks allow for more advanced customization options in Space Engineers. By
utilizing scripts and coding, you can create dynamic color schemes that react to various in-game
events. These blocks require a deeper understanding of programming and are recommended for
experienced players seeking extensive customization possibilities.

Tips and Tricks

To enhance your block color customization experience in Space Engineers, consider the following tips
and tricks:

Experiment with Different Combinations: Don’t be afraid to explore various color combinations
to find the perfect aesthetic for your creations. Test different shades, hues, and contrasts to
achieve the desired effect.
Save and Share Color Presets: Once you find a color scheme you love, consider saving it as a
preset. This way, you can easily apply the same color scheme to other blocks or share it with
friends and the Space Engineers community.
Consider Lighting: Keep in mind that lighting conditions can affect how colors appear in the
game. Experiment with different lighting setups to ensure your block colors look their best in
various environments.

FAQ

1. How do I change the color of multiple blocks at once?
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Changing the color of multiple blocks simultaneously can be achieved using the Color Tool in Space
Engineers. This tool allows for efficient and convenient batch customization. To change the color of
multiple blocks at once, follow these steps:

1. Step 1: Equip the Color Tool
Open your character’s inventory by pressing the inventory key (default: ‘I’).
Locate the Color Tool in your inventory and drag it into your character’s toolbar.

2. Step 2: Access the Control Panel
Approach the blocks you want to modify and open the control panel of one of them.

3. Step 3: Activate the Color Tool
While inside the control panel, select the Color Tool from your character’s toolbar.

4. Step 4: Applying Colors
With the Color Tool active, click and drag your mouse over the blocks you want to change.
Release the mouse button to apply the selected color to the chosen blocks.

By following these steps, you can efficiently change the color of multiple blocks at once, saving you
time and effort.

2. Can I create custom color presets for my blocks?

Yes, Space Engineers allows you to create custom color presets for your blocks, making it easier to
apply your favorite color schemes to multiple creations. To create a custom color preset, follow these
steps:

1. Step 1: Customize the Block Color
Access the control panel of the block you want to save as a preset.
Choose the desired color using the color wheel and sliders.

2. Step 2: Save the Color Preset
After achieving the desired color, look for the “Save as Preset” option in the color settings.
Click on it and provide a name for your preset when prompted.

3. Step 3: Applying the Color Preset
To apply the color preset to other blocks, access their control panels.
Navigate to the color settings and select the saved preset from the available options.

By creating and saving custom color presets, you can easily apply your preferred color schemes to
multiple blocks throughout your Space Engineers creations.

3. Can I use different color palettes or textures for blocks?

In Space Engineers, block colors are defined using the RGB color model, allowing you to select a wide
range of colors. However, currently, the game does not provide built-in options for different color
palettes or textures for blocks. The color customization is primarily focused on adjusting the hue,
saturation, and brightness values.

To achieve unique textures or patterns on blocks, players often rely on creative building techniques.
This can involve utilizing specific block combinations, adding decals or decorations, or using modded
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content created by the Space Engineers community. Exploring modding options can provide additional
opportunities for enhanced visual customization, including alternative block textures and more complex
color schemes.

4. Can I change the color of functional blocks in Space Engineers?

Yes, you can change the color of functional blocks in Space Engineers. Functional blocks such as
conveyor systems, refineries, assemblers, and doors can be customized to match your desired color
scheme. To change the color of functional blocks, follow the same steps mentioned in the article for
changing block colors. Access the control panel of the functional block you wish to modify and navigate
to the color settings.

It’s important to note that while the color can be changed, it does not impact the functionality or
performance of the block. The color customization is purely aesthetic and allows you to personalize the
appearance of your functional structures.

5. Can I change the color of blocks in multiplayer or on dedicated servers?

Yes, changing the color of blocks in multiplayer or on dedicated servers is fully supported in Space
Engineers. The color customization options are available to all players regardless of the game mode or
server type. Each player can independently modify the colors of their own creations without affecting
other players’ designs.

This feature enables collaborative building sessions and allows players to express their creativity in
multiplayer environments. Whether you are constructing together with friends or participating in large-
scale community projects, everyone can enjoy the freedom to customize block colors according to their
preferences.

Keep in mind that the availability of color customization may depend on the specific server settings or
mods being used. It’s recommended to check the server rules or consult with the server administrators
to ensure that color modification is permitted and in line with any specific guidelines or limitations they
may have in place.

Conclusion

Now that you have a solid understanding of how to change block colors in Space Engineers, it’s time to
unleash your creativity and transform your creations into visually stunning marvels. Customize,
experiment, and enjoy the endless possibilities that await in the depths of space!

(Note: This article is intended for educational purposes and does not endorse or promote unauthorized
modifications or exploits in the game.)
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